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BABOON MANAGEMENT PLAN

SECTION 1

ABOUT THIS PLAN

Baboon activity in Natures Valley has been an ongoing problem over the last 15 years but has
recently reached alarming levels.
In the period beginning the 3rd March 2021 through to the 22nd June, there were 280 baboon
sightings, 55 invasions and 11 house break-ins with significant damage to property. Baboon
invasions continue on a daily basis. Compared to the same period in 2020 (below) the
escalation in activity is cause for serious concern.
Activity

March 1st-June 2nd 2020

March 1st – June 22nd 2021

Sightings

116

280

Invasions

18

55

Break-ins

2

11

This plan has been produced with some urgency without broad consultation with the
community other than direct feedback from WhatsApp media and discussions with action
group members and other Western Cape ratepayers’ organizations who have experienced
similar problems.
The plan recommends both a short-term (3 months) and long term (3 years) proposal to reduce
the occurrence of constant raiding by baboon troop(s) in Natures Valley and incorporates
holistic management interventions aimed at minimising conflict between humans and
baboons in the long term.
Ideally, the short- and long-term objectives of the Plan are;
Short term objectives (3 months)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce the number of house invasions through the use of monitors
Increase community support for BMP to >50%
Baboon/vagrant proof the WTS
Compile data on troop size and movement and identify roosting site(s)
Obtain community acceptance of baboon monitors as a longer-term service
Develop a data base and map of sightings/invasions/break-ins, time of incidents per
month and analyse any trends
Confirmation of Bitou’s support for an SRA and establishment of a time frame for
implementation
Establish an indication of the level of support for an SRA from property owners
Produce a ”baboon newsletter”

Long term –
•
•

Community support for the BMP increases to > 60%
Zero invasions within 24 months
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•
•

SRA established within 12 months
All (390) owners’ bins are baboon proofed bins

The plan includes sub-plans for waste management, communication, community awareness,
stakeholder engagement, monitoring and reporting,
The long-term plan requires community review and majority acceptance in order to be
adopted
The short-term plan will for the most part be privately funded and should be implemented as a
pilot project.
The following people were contacted or have made an approach and have provided useful
information when compiling the plan;
Contact

Organisation

Anje Taljaard

Bitou Local Municipality (Environmental Management Officer)

Douglas Baartman

Bitou Local Municipality (Waste Management)

Joselyn Mormile

icWild (UCT) PhD candidate
Project Manager, Urban
Environmental Services

Baboon

Programme

Linden Rhoda

CEO NCC Environmental Services

Andrew White

Chairman, Greyton Conservation Society

David Muirhead

Chairman Pringle Bay Ratepayers Association

Martin Haupt

Africa Wildlife Tracking

Marco Bernardo

Bitou Superintendent for NV

SECTION 2

for

NCC

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

§

The frequency of baboon invasions and break-ins has reached alarming levels.
Baboons have become habituated to raiding in Natures Valley (Section 1).

§

Other than the proposed monitoring plan and the absolute requirement for effective
waste management and property owner real support for this process, there is no other
identifiable “range of solutions” available to address the problem.

§

Funds have been made available by approximately 40% of the property owners of
Nature’s Valley for a short-term intervention through the use of baboon monitors (a pilot
project).
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§

CapeNature advise that habituating baboons away from attractions in urban areas is
a long-term programme in the order of 3 years. Baboon monitoring programs in the
Cape Peninsula, for example, have been ongoing in some cases for as much as 10-12
years. There is therefore no clear view as to the length of time that monitors will be
required in NV as it is largely determined by property owners’ commitment to improving
waste management.

§

A 3-year programme has therefore been arbitrarily used to best illustrates the longerterm annualised cost to property owners which is in the order of R390,000 – 440,000 pa.
The most equitable form of funding being by way of a levy charged through a Special
Rates Area (SRA) established for Natures Valley as described in Section 7. Establishing
an SRA will be subject to the approval of 60% of the property owners of Natures Valley.
The cost impact via an SRA is likely to be in the order of R87.00 per month per household
for baboon management only. (Section 6 Item 4)

§

One feature of an SRA is the length of time required to apply, motivate, engage
through public participation, structure and establish the not-for-profit section 22
company required to administrate the SRA. This period of time would require additional
interim funding prior to SRA activation in the order of R324,000. (Section 6, Item 4 Option
2)

§

An SRA, if established, has the benefit of being amended to include other non-core
services such as security.

SECTION 3

BRIEF HISTORY AND OVERVIEW OF AVERSION METHODS

Baboon invasions have been a long-standing problem in Natures Valley for at least the last 15
years. In 2011, baboon raids reached a tipping point and at a public meeting held in July of
that year it was resolved that the NVRA would provide a proposal estimated at R83,000 for a
5-month period for 3 monitors working discontinuously (rotating 4 days on, 2 days off)
Results of a baboon monitor survey indicated that of 393 property owners, 120 owners were
willing to contribute financially and 13 were in favour of the proposal but could not contribute.
19 owners were unwilling to support the project. It was resolved that the monitoring
programme would not continue as 25% of property owners could not be expected to fund the
entire project.
From 2011 to the present day, baboon management initiatives have largely focused on
owner/resident education, waste management and encouraging baboon proofing of homes.
However, baboon incursions and invasions have increased albeit sporadically until very
recently.
In 2020, the NVRA and NVT approached a service provider (HWS) to determine whether a
“virtual fence” would be suitable for Natures Valley. The discussions were inconclusive and
terminated at a time when the service provider’s contract with the City of Cape Town was not
renewed. HWS had however secured a 3-year contract with the Overberg Municipality.
Virtual fences are currently used in Gordon’s Bay, Onrus, Volgelgat, and very recently Betty’s
Bay and involve the use of GPS gateway receivers, relays and speakers located in a preplanned line such that when baboons come within 100m of the line, the speakers play noises
3
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of baboon predators. Monitors are required to support the operation of the virtual fence. HWS
is the sole source for the virtual fence technology and the associated equipment and
contracts on the basis of supplying its own monitors. The package is considered expensive
(subjective assessment)
Electric fences have been used successful in Zwaanswyk but an installed cost of just under R1
million per km together with the practical aspects of maintaining an electric fence in a forest
is not a viable consideration for Natures Valley.
Baboon Monitoring programmes have been used extensively over the last 20 years and are
used throughout the Cape Peninsula under a contract awarded to NCC, the service provider
to the CoC. These programmes are by far the dominant method for managing the movement
of baboons in urban environments.
Bitou Local Municipality has recently started a baboon monitoring programme in Plett in the
areas surrounding the golf course. The programme relies on EPWP monitors supplied within
Bitou and no service providers are involved. The programme has been running for approx. 4
months and feedback from residents has indicated some improvement. The monitors however
do not work at weekends.

SECTION 4

LEGAL FRAMEWORK AND GUIDELINES

-

The underlying conservation principle which addresses human/baboon conflicts is that
wildlife resources effectively have prior rights in that they evolved in these areas and
existed there prior to conversion of the land for urban development. A holistic
approach to address these “problems” is advocated by CapeNature, and
preventative measures must be put into place to address the wildlife – human conflict
effectively and efficiently. This approach, which addresses the problem rather than the
“problem” animal, is now the standard way in which such conflict between humans
and wildlife in urban and rural areas should be addressed. This is also in line with best
practice dictated by national and international protocols. Landowners and other
property owners need to take reasonable steps to protect their property and other
interests from being damaged or utilized by naturally- occurring baboon troops.

-

Chacma baboons in the Western Cape are protected wild animals according to the
Nature Conservation Ordnance 19 of 1974 as they are listed under the Convention on
International Trade in Protected Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES II).

-

It is illegal to feed baboons; to poison, trap, hurt or kill a baboon by driving with the
intent to kill, hunt by shooting at baboons using a pellet gun, catapult, bow- and-arrow,
stoning, setting your dog on them, or use a weapon of any kind in order to injure a
baboon or keep a baboon in captivity without a permit.

-

It is also important to mention the provisions of Section 29 of the Nature Conservation
Ordinance. Section 29(f) for example prevents the hunting without a permit of baboons
within a public place in the area of jurisdiction of a local authority (in this case Bitou).
The provisions of section 29 further regulate the hunting/management of baboons in
the Western Cape requiring the applicant to apply for permits to use a trap cage in
terms of section 29(d), within a public place in terms of section 29(f), and even apply
the use of a paintball gun as a deterrent method in terms of section 29(h). The
landowner should also ensure that they comply with the provisions of national
4
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legislation such as the Firearms Control Act, as well as other relevant legislation when
implementing the provisions of the Ordinance. The provisions of section 29 do not apply
in any proclaimed National Park.
-

Provincial Notice 955 of 1975 – no person may feed baboons on or near a public road

-

Firearms Control Act – it is illegal to discharge a firearm in a built-up area or any public
place

-

The authority for requesting a permit to hunt/euthenise a baboon in Natures Valley is
Bitou Municipality and the authority for granting the permit is CapeNature.

-

Before issuing a hunting permit, a specific protocol needs to be followed (Annex B)

SECTION 5

ROLE PLAYERS IN NATURES VALLEY

1. CapeNature
The primary responsibility of CapeNature regarding the management of human-wildlife
conflict should be seen as providing the legal framework (including compliance
management) as well as an advisory service.
2. Bitou Local Municipality (BLM)
BLM is a public body and is responsible for certain functions in terms of the Constitution
of the Republic of South Africa and the Municipal Systems Act. The control of public
nuisances, control of public places as well as refuse removal and management form
part of these functions. Baboon management is impacted to varying degrees by all of
these functions. Notwithstanding the services provided by the municipality, there is a
history between Municipalities within the Western Cape and CapeNature disputing
who is responsible for the management of baboons within the urban area, with
countless legal opinions being provided as the severity of the dispute has escalated.
3. SANParks
SANParks is responsible for managing wildlife in the GNP but has no statutory authority
to practice conservation (e.g. wildlife management) outside of a National Park.
In terms of the Public Management Finance Act, SANParks may not use its funds for
programmes outside of the GNP (i.e inside the Municipal boundary of Natures Valley).
4. NVRA
The NVRA is a voluntary, non-profit organisation the main purpose of which is to serve
the interests of property owners. The NVRA is guided by its constitution which requires
it to;
-

Look after and represent the interests of the ratepayers

-

Facilitate communication amongst members

-

To promote security in the township and surrounds

-

To act as an action and pressure group when needed
To enter into agreements with any relevant authority on behalf of Natures Valley
In line with their constitutional mandate
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-

The NVRA, as the representative body for NV ratepayers will lead the baboon
management process through an NVRA sub-committee/action group (Natures
Valley Baboon Action Group or NVBAG)

-

Subject to approval of an SRA concept, the NVRA will act for the property
owners with respect to any SRA agreement

5. NVT
-

NVT plays a support role in facilitating engagement between BLM, SANParks
and CapeNature and provides further support to NVRA in communications with
the community

-

NVT also provides research and data collection for monitoring troop activity.

SECTION 6

RECOMMENDED APPROACH TO BABOON MANAGEMENT

Given the urgency attached to addressing the increase in invasions and break-ins, an
initial pilot project period of 3 months is recommended in order to create some time to;
•

canvass property owners regarding a commitment to a longer-term
management programme

•

reduce as much as possible, the financial exposure of those resident who are
prepared to provide short term funding before longer term arrangements have
been established

•

fully assess the possibility of categorizing Natures Valley as a Special Rates Area
(SRA) for baboon management and security (see section 7)

•

Apply for and obtain permits for paintball guns,

•

Review the performance of the monitors over the pilot project period, and

•

Utilise monitors that would be made available from the Bitou EPWP programme
in October 2021

•

Achieve other short-term objectives included in Section 1

The 3-month pilot project is not intended to be the solution to the problem but rather
to gather information and monitoring experience and provide an urgent full-time
presence on the ground to assist in moving baboons away from houses while long terms
solutions are investigated
1. 3-month pilot project commencing on or around the 2nd August 2021
Monitors
•

Recruit 4 local (Covie/Kurland) baboon monitors (job descriptions have been
prepared and candidates should be selected and recruited in July. Monitors will be
present 7 days per week but will rotate such that 2 monitors are on duty at any one
time (4 days on, 4 days off).
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•

No transport has been included in the budgeted costs as the monitors are assumed
to be Covie residents who may be transported by Marco Bernardo, the Bitou
Superintendent for NV and Covie.

•

Monitors would be coordinated and trained by the Superintendent. The
Superintendent will receive training from NCC Environmental Services which is the
baboon management service provider to the City of Cape Town.

•

Monitors will initially be armed with bull whips (for noise effect), No paintball guns
would be used for the pilot project. Paintball guns would be considered under the
3-year plan (see below) subject to appropriate permitting.

•

Monitors will;
o

Patrol on foot (bikes may be used if considered necessary and subject to
availability)

o

Always be in an identifiable uniform with an ID card

o

Respond to WhatsApp alerts

o

Move baboons away from houses

o

Monitor and record info on troop size and make-up, movement patterns,

o

Note areas of poor waste management (unsecured bins, plastic bags on
the street etc)

During the pilot phase, the Baboon Action Group will conduct a property owner
survey to obtain feedback on owner’s perceptions, experiences and views related
to the baboon issues in Natures Valley. In addition,
The Baboon Action Group will design and implement an awareness campaign for
residents, agents/property managers and visitors alike with regard to waste
management and baboon awareness
•

Waste Management (also refer to Section 11)
The following waste management actions need to be attended to in the pilot
phase
o
o
o
o

•

The WTS access hatch and recycling bins need to be enclosed to prevent
access from vagrants and baboons
Waste management of the shop area to be assessed with Richard Nesius’s
support
Tie downs for remaining wheely bins to continue
Liaise with SANParks to improve waste management at the camp site (Refer to
Section 13 for further details related to SANParks)

No quick solution

Because NV is a forested village, the monitors will not be able to identify roosting sites
or receive alerts until the baboons are in the village. It will also be difficult to track
baboons between erven and therefore the 3-month pilot period will be challenging,
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and expectations of a quick solution should be avoided. GPS monitoring is dealt with
in phase 2 below
2. Cost of the pilot project
•

The 3-month pilot is estimated to cost R85,000. The NVRA has received pledges
from property owners to fund this initial pilot phase

Months 1-3
4 Monitors 7 days per week 0800-1700
Bicycles (purchase)
Training by a NCC or Baboon Matters
Transport per day (Covie)
Cellphones and airtime
Uniforms (Pienaar Bros)
Boots
Rainjackets
Backpacks
Bibs
Baboon monitor badges
Contingency
3 month total (Aug-Oct)

Unit cost
180
1500
0
0
300
400
300
400
70
50
5000

Days per
week
7
3

No

Shifts

4
3
1
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4

2

Per
Months
month
21672

3

0
200

3
3

21872

3 month
terminal
cost
65 016
4 500
0
0
1 800
1 200
1 600
1 200
1 600
280
200
8 000
85 396

•

Notices will be circulated to ask for contributions for the pilot project and for the
bridging period between the pilot project and the establishment of an SRA. In
addition, approval will be requested from each property owner to allow monitors
access to the owner’s property for the sole purpose of removing baboons. Property
owners will also be asked to indicate their support for an SRA.

•

The monitor rate of R180 per day is the current EPWP rate used by Bitou for
recruiting Plett monitors.

•

BLM has indicated that it will support the allocation of 3 monitors from the next
EPWP programme which commences in September 2021 (monitors available in
October) – refer to the cost of the illustrative 3-year programme below

3. The 3-year baboon management project
A period of 3 years has been selected only as a basis for forward planning and is not
intended to be used as a defined completion date for the Management Plan. It is
impossible to determine a termination date to the management plan due to the
number of variables involved (waste management improvements, property owner
attitude, troop adaptation to aversion methods etc).
The 3-year plan will require funding from property owners either directly or through the
establishment of an SRA (refer to section 7 and Option 2 below).
In either case, property owners will be approached to seek approval for funding of the
3-year plan and for support in establishing an SRA. The approach to owners will be
made after the 3-month pilot has been initiated and, where possible, feedback will be
provided as to the pilot project achievements.
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(Note that the SRA can be terminated with agreement from a majority of property
owners)

Continuity
It is essential that there is no break in the monitoring programme between the short and
long-term phases as the baboons will quickly return to their previous raiding ways and
intensity and any gains made in the pilot project will have been lost
The following management approach is recommended subject to approval of funding
from property owners
•

Establish a team of 6 monitors rotating 4 days on and 4 days off. This is preferred
practice for field monitors as advised by NCC in the Cape Peninsular and the
Greyton Conservancy. 3 of the 6 monitors will be funded by Bitou under the EPWP
programme and 3 monitors will be funded by property owners.

•

A monitor supervisor has been included in the 3-year plan estimate.

•

Preference is for monitors to be sourced from Covie where possible.

•

Training would be provided by the BLM Superintendent (who has been trained by
NCC) over a three-day period (refer to section 10)

•

Install a baboon monitor GPS relay (located at the tracking station above Natures
Valley) purchased from Africa Wildlife Tracking (AWT). AWT has confirmed that the
relay and collar will work in the NV topography after having reviewed the tracking
station location.

•

Subject to further data becoming available from the pilot project regarding
baboon troop size and makeup, position GPS long range tracking collars on up to
3 baboons (including the alpha male). Baboon movement is tracked at intervals
of between 15 and 30 minutes (can be adjusted online). Data can then be read
using a smartphone app.
This will provide monitors with advance warning of the troop before the troop
reaches the Valley and in the Valley itself

•

Clear the existing forest access pathway north of Forest Drive to allow access to
monitors (This pathway should be maintained by SANParks who have agreed to
clear and clean it up)

•

During this phase, if the baboons have not reacted as hoped to the monitors
during the pilot phase, the monitors will be trained in the use of paintball guns
under permits issued by CapeNature. (refer to Annex A for the CapeNature
paintball gun protocol).

4. The cost of the 3-year (illustrative) baboon management project.
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The following costs have been estimated for this phase;

3 year programme
3 Monitors 7 days per week 2 shifts (4 days
on 4 days off) sunrise-sunset
3 Monitors 7 days per week 2 shifts (4 days
on 4 days off) sunrise-sunset
Monitor supervision/manager
Transport for monitors
Bicycles (purchase)
Paintball guns
Advertising, printing and other awareness
material
Uniforms, boots, jackets

Days per
week

No

Shifts

Per
Year 1
month

Year 2

Year 3

7

3

2

16 254 195 048

195 048

195 048

7
7

3
2
3
0
3

2
2

0
84 000
43 200
0
13 500

0
84 000
43 200
0
0

0
84 000
43 200
0
0

20000

20 000

20 000

20 000

1800

0

1 800

0

Unit cost

180
EPWP
250
40/day
1500
4500

0
7 000
3 600

Training by a service provider (NCC or other)

5000

0

5 000

0

0

Tracking collars and battery replacement
Drop off for collar
Relay station
Vets fees (per day)
Contingency
Phone costs
Annual costs
Cost per month

7000

21 000

21 000

21 000

16000
8000

3
3
1
2

200

3

16 000
8 000
20 000
7 200
432 948
36 079

0
8 000
20 000
7 200
400 248
33 354

0
8 000
20 000
200
391 448
32 621

•

The costs are all current day costs (no inflation impact included).

•

EPWP support from Bitou for 3 monitors is assumed (based on preliminary discussions
with Bitou)

•

Costs quoted for collars and relays are as indicated by the equipment company
AWT. AWT would supervise the installation and set-up of the relay

•

The average monthly rate for all property owners over the 3-year period is R87.00
assuming 393 ratable properties in NV

•

There are two options for funding this 3-year phase
Option 1 – directly funded by supportive property owners.
This option assumes that at least 40% of owners (160 households) support the
proposal. Support from less than this number would place an unfair long-term
burden on those who were prepared to contribute.
Support from 40% of the community, for example, would cost R216/month per
household for at least 160 households. Contributions for the first month would be
required in September 2021 to ensure continuity of monitoring equivalent to
R36,000 from 40% of the community.
Option 2 – establish a Special Rates Area (SRA)
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As indicated in the explanatory note in Section 7 below, an SRA has the effect of
spreading the cost across the entire ratepayer base of Natures Valley.
An SRA normally requires confirmed (written) support from 60% of the ratepayers
(60% as is the case with the CoC. Bitou may be lower).
The impact of spreading the cost of this baboon management programme over
the 393 households in NV is that each household will pay approx. R90.00 per month
as an increase in the property rate (subject to adjustment depending on the
ratable value of the property.
However, if we were able to achieve the necessary level of support by the end of
the 3-month pilot project, the time taken to motivate, obtain approval and
establish an SRA would require interim funding for a further 9 months (this also
recognizes the requirement for the SRA budget to be approved by the Municipality
for incorporation into its budget for the next financial year commencing July 2022.
In the event of such a delay in establishing an SRA, the most affordable option to
bridge this gap would be to continue with the short-term monitoring plan under
the supervision of the NV Superintendent at a monthly cost of R18,260 (see short
term cost in Table above)1
The interim funding for this 9-month period would therefore be R165,000 or R18,260
per month (Nov 21 – July 22). Note however that as the SRA has not been activated
under a rates levy, not all property owners would be prepared to contribute to
interim funding, nor could they be compelled to. A more detailed timeline for the
development of an SRA with Bitou would be presented during the next 3 months.
5. Summary

Pilot Project (3 months)
3-year plan Option 1 –
Voluntary funding

3-year plan – Option 2
(SRA)

Immediate funding

Medium term funding

Monthly long-term
commitment

Already secured from 40%
of property owners
R36,000 required by end
September from at least
40% of owners

None

None

None

R36,000 per month
from at least 40% of
owners from
November 2021

From November 2021 – up
to 9 months of interim
funding of R165,000 to be
committed until
commencement of SRA2

R90.00 per month per
household for 3 years

Amended to reflect extension of short-term pilot project to cover the period within which the SRA is
established
2 Value changed based on extension of short-term pilot project
1
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SECTION 7

SPECIAL RATES AREA (SRA) – EXPLANATORY NOTE

BLM is currently considering the introduction of a bylaw permitting SRA’s as a way of supporting
the funding of baboon management in Plett and surrounds
An SRA is a defined geographic area within which property owners (ratepayers) agree to pay
for certain additional municipal services to enhance the physical and social environment of
the area (there are over 100 SRA’s currently in South Africa)
The only services that can be provided by an SRA are supplementary to those existing services
provided by the municipality and they commonly include safety, cleansing, maintenance of
public space and community facilities, etc. Baboon Management would be considered as an
SRA related service
In South Africa, SRAs are governed by Section 22 of the Municipal Property Rates Act (MPRA),
the Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA), Section 21 of the Companies Act, the SA
Constitution, and the Overstrand Municipality’s Special Rating Area By-law & Policy.
An SRA provides a well-established institutional model and funding mechanism for those
communities who wish to enjoy municipal services of a higher level than the average level of
services across a municipality, and who are prepared to pay extra for these additional
services.
The advantages of establishing an SRA are;
• The cost of providing supplementary services will be borne by all property owners
• Costs are borne in proportion to the value of the property
• The Special Rating Area approach is holistic
• The Special Rating Area creates a positive identity for Natures Valley
• The Special Rating Area provides private sector management and accountability
• The improvement of property values
• To put forward ideas for change to council.
Should BLM enable an SRA by law, the establishment of an SRA for baboon management in
Natures Valley would need to be initiated by ratepayers through the NVRA requiring the
development of an appropriate business plan and motivation for the SRA then in order to
establish the SRA, 60% of the property owners in Natures Valley would need to support the SRA.
The SRA is a non-profit company managed by a Board elected by its members and operated
by a management team appointed by the Board. The municipality is not involved in the
running of the SRA.
The SRA is funded entirely by the levies paid by its members. Levies are collected by the
municipality and paid to the SRA
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SECTION 8

NV BABOON ACTION TEAM

Team members will, where possible, be recruited from the permanent residents of Natures
Valley in order to provide “on the ground” support during the implementation phases of the
action plan.
The team focusses on;
-

Baboon monitoring and management
Stakeholder communication
Waste Management
Liaison with BLM and SANParks, and
Reporting

Meetings held bi-weekly for the pilot project phase with the first meeting established once
pilot project is fully funded

Role

Person or team if known

Responsibilities

Team Leader

Dave Owen (NVRA)

Team leader, spokesperson,

Finance and
admin support

James Martin (NVRA)

Administration of accounts for the first and second
phase projects and commercial support

Member and
advisor

Rob Nichol

Canvassing support for funding/SRA. Advisory.

Environmental
advisor (NVT)

Brittany Arendse (NVT)

SANParks liaison, coordination of incident reporting
data

Bitou
Representative

Anje Taljaard (Bitou
Environmental Officer)

Support from the EPWP programme

SANParks
Representative

Euginia Mkhatshwa (Snr
Section Ranger GRNP
(Tsitsikamma Section)

Responsible for provision of support for baboon
monitoring within Tsitsikamma section, waste
management of the picnic areas and the rest
camp. clearing of the forest access path north of
Forest Drive and prevention of baboon movement
across the bridge

Stakeholder
engagement

Miila Kauppinen

Will engage with NV stakeholders to establish
attitudes, views and opinions with respect to
baboons and the management programme on an
ongoing basis

Kiva Farah

Feedback on bylaw development for waste
collection in problem animal areas, SRA
establishment progress
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Development of the “baboon newsletter”
Community
awareness
(including
signage) and
education

Tessa Farrington-Jones

Waste
management

Chris Fisher

Melissa Alardice

Improving awareness of property owners and
short/long term tenants and property letting agents
wrt baboon management, waste management
and security

Household waste collection – bin security, property
owner commitment to correct waste removal,
organic waste removal from the waste stream,
waste management improvements.
Liaises with T F-J and M A re property owner
awareness

Incident reporting

Kellyn Whitehead/
Britane Arendse

Quality Control over incident reports, incident
tracking, report compilation

Monitor
coordinator

Marco Bernardo

Supervision of monitors

(Bitou CLO)

SECTION 9

TEAM MANAGEMENT

The team will operate as a sub-committee of the NVRA with some resources co-opted from
NVT to assist with ongoing baboon incident reporting, community surveys and community
liaison. The NVRA represents ratepayers/property owners in Natures Valley and is recognized
by BLM as the official ratepayer’s representative body
Team members will report on progress at regular bi-weekly team meetings and a consolidated
management report will be issued through the team leader to the community monthly.

SECTION 10

TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

Monitors and the Bitou Superintendent will require induction training in baboon interaction
and record keeping. Training needs to be provided by an experienced baboon monitor
trainer
Training would be conducted by a recognized service provider. The Service Provider will train
the BLM Superintendent working with trained monitors at a selected location currently under
management by the service provider.
Training for phase 1 – August 2021 (2- 3 days) - completed
Training for phase 2 – Nov 2021 (2-3 days on the job)

SECTION 11 WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN
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Waste Management is an essential element of the project. The following issues will require a
detailed action plan
§

WTS – The transfer station needs to be fenced on its perimeter. – meeting to be held on
site with Bitou –July 2021.

§

WTS access gate and recycling area to be made baboon secure and preferably
inaccessible to vagrants – quotations have been requested for a weld mesh enclosure
and access control lock

§

Bylaw imposing fines for leaving waste outside of a property and not in a wheely bin to
be pursued with BLM

§

Securing of wheely bins by households to be completed – name and shame those who
do not comply

§

Disposal of organic waste on a broad village scale will be reviewed

§

Waste management at the shop to be examined

§

Visitors to Natures Valley – waste management education.

SECTION 12 BABOON MONITORING PLAN

•

Baboon roost to be identified

•

Entry to the Valley is usually in the eastern third of Forest Drive either through the
entrance or down through the Forest

•

Troop to be encouraged to move east of the river above the east pass (consider use
of food patches subject to review with SANParks

•

SANParks and NV Monitors to cooperate to prevent troop from crossing the river
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SECTION 13

SANPARKS ENGAGEMENT PLAN

SANParks current action plan includes the following;
•

Purchasing of baboon proof bins for NV rest camp

•

All bins in the rest camp to be cleaned twice a day

•

Placing signage in the Park with info on handling problem animals

•

Introducing additional manpower around rest camps to monitor baboons

•

Future plan for contraception of female baboons – under review – long term project

•

SANParks Conservation/Biodiversity Special Projects to be assigned to patrol specific
areas to locate baboon sites

This plan requires effective coordination between NV and SANParks baboon management
teams

SECTION 14

BITOU ENGAGEMENT PLAN

Engage BLM on the following issues;
•

The establishment of the necessary municipal legal and financial structure to facilitate
the equitable allocation to ratepayers, of costs incurred in establishing and operating
the BMP on a sustainable basis.

•

Approval of a request to establish an SRA from the NVRA initially for the purpose of
establishing a baboon management programme but capable of being amended for
other services not otherwise provided by BLM (such as security)

•

Urgent improvements to the Waste Transfer Station security fencing in Natures Valley to
prevent entry by raiding baboons. This will require enclosing of the recycle bin area
and the access hatch to the WTS.

•

The introduction of a bylaw (as introduced by Overstrand) imposing penalties for
placing of domestic waste on sidewalks and not in suitably baboon proofed bins.

•

For new building plans – the mandatory installation of baboon proofing to windows
and doors

•

The provision of baboon monitors on an equal basis with the NVRA (we should each
provide a minimum of 3 monitors)

SECTION 15

EQUIPMENT

The following items need to be purchased/donated
Equipment

Quantity

When

Bicycles (second hand)

3

Immediate

Estimated cost
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Paintball guns (secondhand guns
and paintballs to be considered)

3

Phase 2(Nov/Dec 2021)

4,500 ea (new)
TBA (2nd hand)

Gas supply to be located in NV
Tracking collars

3

Phase 2(Nov/Dec 2021)

21,000

Relay

1

Phase 2(Nov/Dec 2021)

16,000

Secure storage is required for bikes

SECTION 16

COMMUNICATION PLAN

• Newsletter incorporating a monthly progress report to be developed by the team for
circulation to all stakeholders which will include incident reports and trends, summary
of feedback from residents/property owners (see below), waste management issues
and transgressions, monitor performance
• The baboon alert WhatsApp “NV Baboon Alerts” will only be used for posting alerts of
baboon sightings and for no other reason
• A baboon feedback WhatsApp “Baboon Discussion” will be established to obtain
feedback from residents/property owners and for general discussion
• Newsletter

SECTION 17

EDUCATION/AWARENESS PLAN

•

Consider design of a demountable baboon education module (displaying animal
characteristics, troop structure, role of the alpha, baboon behaviour, importance of
food management in the home, impact of human food on baboons etc (consider
location in community hall or near entrance during holiday periods…..Discuss joint
venture with SANParks

•

Develop an awareness committee with property agents, property managers in NV

•

Education of gardeners and domestic staff in NV re baboon awareness and waste
management

•

Nonresident property owners to provide notice of people arriving at properties

SECTION 18 COMMUNITY RESPONSIVENESS
•

Subject to Covid restrictions, community responsiveness to the programme will be
monitored and evaluated by the team’s stakeholder engagement member by direct
communication and surveys.

SECTION 19
•

RESPONSIBILITIES OF PROPERTY OWNERS

Property owners/residents should be proactive in managing their immediate
environment within NV by;
o

Managing waste in a responsible manner (bin security, disposal direct to WTS
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o

Securing or baboon proofing their property to prevent entry by baboons

o

Allowing baboon monitors onto their property when baboons are present

o

Informing residents using holiday property in the village of the presence of a
baboon troop and the regulations of the do’s and don’ts when dealing with
the troop or individual baboons

o

Remove alien vegetation, fruit trees and compost heaps

o

Report all incidents of raids as soon as possible

o

Report any incidents of monitor misconduct as soon as possible

ANNEXURES
ANNEX A
SOP for the use of paintball markers
STANDARD OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE FOR USING PAINTBALL MARKERS AS BABOON
DETERRENTS WITHIN THE CAPE PENINSULA
Revised, 17 June 2021
1. INTRODUCTION
PBMs (PBMs) have been used predominantly for recreation and in military simulations, but have
also been used in mark-recapture studies of free-ranging wildlife populations and in deterring
problematic wild species (e.g. coyotes) from urban environments. Currently, PBMs are used to
deter baboons in KwaZulu-Natal, Sun City and in the Overberg Region (Hermanus) to deter
baboons from tourist- and residential areas.
Essentially, a PBM fires gas-propelled spherical pellets which for the purpose of this Standard
Operating Procedure, are filled with environmentally friendly paint and the pellets are fired at
an approximate speed of 90 m per second. No PBM may fire a paintball exceeding a speed
of faster than 300 foot per second. This should be checked against a chronograph every
month.
2. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The aim is to humanely deter baboons from entering urban areas where there are known high
risks of injury and mortality often associated with extreme suffering. The aim is thus to keep
baboons safe and not to cause unnecessary pain or suffering to the baboons.
The objective of this SOP is to regulate the use of PBMs in achieving the stated aim while not
causing any unnecessary harm or suffering to baboons.
This Standard Operating Procedure does not substitute any regulatory requirements and
should where applicable, be read and applied in conjunction with all relevant laws, by-laws,
regulations and compulsory specifications including the following:
• Animal Protection Act (Act no 71 of 1962)
• Nature Conservation Ordinance (Ordinance 19 of 1974)
• Criminal Procedure Act (Act 51 of 1977)
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• Firearms Control Act (Act 60 of 2000)
• Occupational and Safety Act (Act 85 of 1993)
3. CONDITIONS OF USE
3.1. PBMs for deterring baboons from entering urban areas may only be used in
accordance with this SOP.
3.2. The indiscriminate use1 of PBMs fired at point blank range at baboons is not permitted.
3.3. In some specific instances it may be justified to shoot directly at a baboon with a PBM in
the “green” and “red” zones described in sections 3.9 below. Such instances include:
3.3.1. Self-protection and/or the protection of people and/or other animals;
3.3.2. For protection of baboons from urban-related threats, be they human or other, and/or
for the prevention of baboons becoming injured.
In such instances, the PBM may only be directed to the flank and rear portion of a baboon.
3.4. Any operator tasked with using a PBM must undergo adequate training from a competent
instructor to ensure sufficient understanding of:
3.4.1. Baboon behaviour;
3.4.2. Aversive conditioning;
3.4.3. Humane usage of PBMs.
3.5. Any operator will need to demonstrate sufficient accuracy (hitting a 30 cm target at a
range of 10 m with a frequency of 90% or more) before being allowed to use the PBM in the
field.
3.6. Caution must be exercised when operating in wind velocities exceeding 40 km/h or more
(operators will have to use some degree of their own discretion in this regard) or in situations
(e.g., heavy rainfall) where external factors will compromise accuracy.
3.7. While markers are being used in the field, a veterinarian is required to be on call to attend
to any unforeseen injuries to baboons. The proposed method of firing (see below) will minimise
the probability of injury, but the ability of baboons to move quickly (and sometimes
unpredictably) will introduce some degree of unpredictability.
3.8. When not in use, the markers will be concealed within a bag or carried on a shoulder strap
and with the barrel sock in place
3.9. Two approximate zones will be designated, namely Green and Red:
3.9.1. Green zone (buffer zone) includes all areas estimated between 100 m and 200 m from
the nearest inhabited area. Specific areas will be established for each baboon troop, based
on topography of any human area.
3.9.2. Red zone (no go zone) includes all human inhabited areas and all land to the green
zone.
4. 4. GREEN ZONE (BUFFER ZONE) PROTOCOL
4.1. The operator of the PBM will position him/herself between the troop and the nearest urban
edge, with potential firing directed towards natural areas.
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4.2. Once the baboons cross into the Green zone (approximately 100 — 200 m away), the
monitors will be instructed to make an effort to deter them by clapping their hands, shouting
or shaking the marker in order to push them from the human area.
4.3. If the baboons fail to respond, the operator will begin to fire.
4.4. Only adult baboons will be targeted.
4.5. The operator will only target adult baboons that are within a safe distance from juvenile
and infant baboons but within 20 m of the operator (so as not to compromise accuracy).
4.6. NO adult females carrying infants will be targeted.
4.7. At the discretion of the Field Manager, large juvenile males that are at least the size of an
adult female AND a known raider, can be targeted.
4.8. The operator may aim at the ground 2 m in front of the targeted adult to give a warning
shot.
4.9. No more than 2 warning shots are to be directed at any time.
4.10. From this point, troop members will either begin to retreat from the human area or will
continue their approach. If the baboons approach the urban area purposefully the red
protocol will be initiated.
5. RED ZONE (NO GO ZONE) PROTOCOL
5.1. From this point, troop members will either begin to retreat from the human area or will
continue their approach. If the baboons approach the urban area purposefully, the red
protocol will be initiated.
5.2. The operator of the PBM will position him/herself between the troop and the nearest urban
edge, with potential firing directed towards natural areas.
5.3. Once the baboons cross into the Red zone (approximately <100 m away), the operator
will only target adult baboons that are within a safe distance from juvenile and infant baboons
but within 20 m of the operator (so as not to compromise accuracy). No adult females carrying
infants will be targeted.
5.4. At the discretion of the Field Manager, large juvenile males that are at least the size of an
adult female and a known raider, can be targeted.
5.5. Caution should be used when firing on baboons moving directly towards the operator in
order to avoid the risk of hitting the baboon.
5.6. Should the adult retreat from the operator, towards natural land, targeting of that adult
will cease once it is beyond the green zone.
5.7. If the troop moves back into the green zone, the firing protocol will be adjusted
accordingly.
5.8. Within human areas, efforts will be directed primarily towards keeping local residents safe,
firing as little as possible and moving the troop out of the human area as quickly as possible.
5.9. In built-up areas, when monitors are herding the baboons out, firing must be used as a
support to the monitors by targeting adult males/females that break ranks with the troop. If the
troop is moving in a general direction, herded by the monitors, then firing should be guided by
the Supervisor monitor so as not to scatter the troop.
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5.10. No firing will be allowed where the visibility of the trajectory of the pellets is obstructed.
5.11. No firing will be allowed in the direction of people, houses and other buildings, domestic
animals, windows or vehicles of any description.
5.12. No firing will be allowed into isolated trees where baboons are sheltering and where no
escape route is available. The operator will need to retreat in order to allow the baboon/s to
come down. The operator may fire again in order to drive the baboon/s in the desired direction
once they are safely out of the tree.
5.13. Any firing must attempt to be maximally effective (i.e. a minimum number of
clear shots).
5.14. If there are multiple operators, a predetermined direction in which to push the baboons
must be decided prior to entering and firing in human areas. If baboons are located on roof
tops, trees or dead-ends, the operators must devise an operational plan prior to firing. Baboon
escape routes must be determined and operators must allow baboons the opportunity to
escape in the direction away from the operator. No other operators or monitors should hinder
this escape route.
5.15. No firing may take place from a moving vehicle.

Approved by: Dr Ernst Baard, Executive Director: Conservation Operations,
CapeNature

ANNEX B
CAPENATURE BABOON MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
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